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Appendix 3

Syntactic (Functions and) Labels

1. EVERY sentence has it own internal structure. That is to say, every sentence conveys an

interrelationship of ACTIONS and PARTICIPANTS. (Cf. Hand-out #9)

2. EMBEDDED sentences play syntactic roles (subject, [dir + indir] object, adjectival,

adverbial) within their matrix sentence. (Cf. Hand-out #9)

a. By definition the above role is    external    to the embedded sentence as such.

b. What that role is depends on the precise function the embedded sentence is made to

perform within the larger unit.

c. A modifier/qualifier of a subject or object is called an    adjectival.    Prototypically an

adjectival conveys a    characteristic/attribute    of someone or something: "A     noble

person." (Cf. Hand-out #5)

d. A modifier/qualifier of a verb is called an    adverbial   . Prototypically an adverbial

conveys a manner in which an action is performed: "He acted     nobly    ." (Cf. Hand-

out #19)

e.      Morphological agreement/concord     is not to be confused with    syntactic modification    .

For example: a Greek participle MUST show      morphological agreement    with a

nominal: ejlqw;n . . . ejlavlhsen i.e. sg masc nom . . . 3 sg masc.

(nom)

However,    syntactically     ejlqw;n conveys/relates the circumstances under which the

speaking occurred. That is to say, "When he had come, he spoke."

Thus the modifying/qualifying function is     primarily focused     on the    action     rather

than on the agent, though it is of course the agent that     performs    the action.

Since the primarily focus is on the action rather than the agent, the participle is

adverbial    rather than    adjectival   .

On the other hand, in the sentence oJ ejlqw;n ajnh;r. . . ejlavlhsen the modifying

function of ejlqw;n is     primarely focused     on the    agent    rather than the action,

though the action is of course performed by the agent: "The man who had come,

spoke."

3. Embedding is typically HIERARCHICAL in arrangement:

(Unlining indicates     primary focus    of syntactic modification)

He    spoke   

because he     knew       (adv)

that they     had come    (dir obj)

in order    to see    him (adv)

since he     had invited     them ages ago (adv)

when he visited them in     Timbuktu     (adv)

which is a city in western      Africa    (adj)

which is one of the six continents of the      world     (adj)

which is one of the planets of the universe (adj)
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Appendix 3 cont.

4. The ELASTICITY and "CONTINUITY" of syntactic labels/categories: (cf. Hand-out #2)

a. Not all subjects and objects  play PROTOTYPICAL roles. (Cf. Hand-out #9)

Subject: 1)     he    hit the table; 2)     he    feels good. In both cases     he    is grammatical subject, but

its Agent role is quite different.

Direct Object: 1) he hit    the table   ; 2) he saw    the table   . In both cases    the table    is

grammatical object, but its Patient role is quite different. But since in both cases the

table is inseparable from the verb, it is labeled a (direct) object rather than an

adverbial.

Indirect Object: he gave     her    the book; BUT he did it    for her   . Since in the first sentence

her    is inseparable from     gave   , it is labeled an (indirect) object. BUT since    for her    is

not inseparable from     did    , it is labeled an adverbial rather than an (indirect) object.

b. Not all transitive verbs play PROTOTYPICAL roles. (Cf. Hand-out #9)

1) he     hit    the table; 2) he    saw      the table. In both cases the verb is labeled transitive,

but the precise relationship to the object/patient is quite different.

c. Not all adverbials are EQUALLY NARROWLY focused on the verb. (Cf. Hand-out

#19)

Manner: he acted     nobly     (the one end of the scale)

Speaker-comment:     unfortunately    , he acted (the other end of the scale)

d. Not all adjectivals EQUALLY CLOSELY modify/qualify the noun. (Cf. Hand-out

#6)

Appositional: Alexander    the King       jAlevxandro" oJ Basileuv" (no grammatical

subordination)

Attributive: 1) the     divine    man, 2) the man     of God     oJ qei'o" ajnhvr, oJ ajnh;r tou'
qeou'. 1) entails no grammatical subordination; 2) does entail grammatical

subordination)

Predicative: the man is     divine     oJ ajnh;r (ejsti;n) qei'o" (entails grammatical

separation but no subordination)


